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ED SEZ

D

ear reader,
It is the middle
of the year, the
middle

of

winter and two very big events
approaching. The Christmas in
July and the AGM. Two of the
most important event sin the
club, I hope to see as many of
you attend!
I wish to note that Vicroads have increased their club permit fees from
$150.40 to $153.90 for 90 days and $77.80 to $79.60 for 45 days.
The July edition of Cruise control has the Manhattan hotel lunch event,
member Abtin’s 1990 Toyota Landcruiser an article about the Austin Healey
100S Streamliner.
There is also an article from Vicroads about targeting number plate theft.

Please also let Brett know about your interest in the overnight wine tour in the
Pyrenees in October.
As always, if you have anything interesting that you think our readers may
enjoy, or any suggestions please send it to editor@motafrenz.org.au
Mat
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PREZ SEZ
ello All!

H

Well, here I am –
writing my final Prez
Sez for the 2018-19
Club year.

By now, everyone will have received
their membership renewal – I certainly
hope there were no doubts about
renewing!
The AGM is but few weeks away – please come along as it is a great day and
opportunity to see members in a relaxed and social situation. There is always
a great display of member’s car to enjoy as well!
Between now and then, we will be holding the final committee meeting of the
year and the Slot Car champion will be decided at the last round for the year.
Christmas in July will also be held – again, this is a great day out. We’re
heading to the Panton Hill Pub this year with a stopover at the Diamond Valley
Railway. RSVP’s are needed before Sunday (7 July) – please send to Jeff at
events@motafrenz.org.au – your inner child will love it!

I’ll close by saying Thank You to you all for your on-going support for the Club.
See you in the next few weeks!
Alan
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GAY-TRACTIONS
MONTHLY EVENTS
CLUB & COMMITTEE MEETING FOLLOWED BY DINNER (second Wednesday of every
month)
The Committee invites you to come along and participate in the monthly Club & Committee
Meeting. If you have an event idea or any other suggestions, this is the perfect opportunity to have
your say. After the meeting, we enjoy a good pub meal and a few light refreshments.
DATES:
Wednesday 10th July 2019
Wednesday 14th August 2019
Wednesday 11th September 2019

…

TIME: Arrive by 6:45pmish and meet us upstairs in our meeting room. Committee starts at 7pm.
After the meeting we will move to our pre-booked table downstairs in the Dining Room. We will
then order our dinner (service is quick here).
WHERE: Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St, Abbotsford VIC 3067. Just off Johnston St.
Street parking available
COST (only if dining at the hotel): Main course $17 - $25

BOOKING: Preferred

CONTACT: Joseph S - secretary@motafrenz.org.au
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SLOT CAR RACING (Third Wednesday of the month)
A Light-hearted, fun evening at Chris’ slot car raceway on the third Wednesday of each month.
Loan cars available for newcomers. Experience levels vary and the main thing is to enjoy the
camaraderie, have a laugh and a social chat. BYO snacks. Soft drinks, tea and coffee are
provided. Please arrive between 7:30 - 8:00 PM. RSVP to Chris at chrispics30@hotmail.com
DATES:
Wednesday 17th July 2019
Wednesday 21th August 2019
th

Wednesday 18

…

September 2019

SUNDAY DRIVE & LUNCH (3rd Sunday of Every Month)
For details see events listing which follows here.
4WD DAY TRIPS
Motafrenz has in the past run successful 4WD events. Previously these were scheduled with fixed
dates and locations with varying difficulty levels 1 to 3 out of five. Some members have taken up
the offer to complete a 4WD courses. Motafrenz holds an EPIRB emergency beacon device for
such use where telephony and radio communications are compromised, which is often the case
on 4WD events. Past events have been family and community friendly with picnics in amazingly
beautiful locations. This year Motafrenz is looking to get back to having 4WD events and needs a
club member who is willing to do some planning and organising.
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With the full support of the committee, this willing member will coordinate dates, times, places and
participants. The Motafrenz committee looks forward to getting 4WD events rolling again and it
does need time commitment. Please consider becoming active in this role and taking on 4WD
events.

Contact: Email Jeff W at events@motafrenz.org.au or come along to a committee meeting and get
involved.
Cheap Eats - Parma's at Pacinos
Join your Motafrenz for a night of cheap eats and social comradery!
Pacino's Italian Family Restaurant does a great parma at a great price - in 13 very different ways!
$10 Parmas and $2 sides - and they're licensed!
You can also order off their full menu on the night

RSVP as booking is essential!
Nick - webmaster@motafrenz.org.au or 0409 853 353.

FYI EVENTS
Note: With regard to events not organised by Motafrenz: the nature of events and the
entertainment provided is outside the control of Motafrenz. Members may care to view the event's
website where they can assess for themselves, from their point of view, the suitability of the event
and the entertainment provided by the organisers.
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JULY

CLUB & COMMITTEE MEETING FOLLOWED BY DINNER
2nd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 10 July DETAILS – See first page.
SLOT CAR RACING
3rd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 17 July DETAILS – See first page of this Event List

CHRISTMAS IN JULY
When: Sun, July 21, 10am – 4pm
Where: Panton Hill Hotel, 633 Kangaroo Ground-St Andrews Rd, Panton Hill VIC 3759, Australia
(map)
TIME: 10:00 am for pre-meet for Garage Talk and miniature train rides and then to the pub at
midday for a no later than 1 pm arrival.
UPDATED MEET: The pre-meet place has moved to Lower Eltham Park, opposite 543 Main
Road Eltham, where the miniature Diamond Valley Railway is.
DESTINATION: Panton Hill Pub 633 Kangaroo Ground-st Andrews Rd, Panton Hill

DETAILS: Being cold and snowing hopefully, the pre-meet location should have plenty of parking
right near the miniature railway station. If not we can park further down. Hopefully there won’t be a
gymkhana happening but even if there was, we will still find plenty of parking there. Here we enjoy
our opportunity for talking about our cars and checking out this fantastic miniature Diamond Valley
Railway where we can have a long ride for just $3 (cash only!) around a massive network of
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tracks and feel like kids again. Diamond Valley Railway is celebrating 100 years of suburban
electrification behind a miniature red rattler so that should be a toot and a hoot. Then after midday
we’re heading off for 15 minute drive to the Panton Hill Pub to arrive no later than 1 pm, for the
Motafrenz Christmas in July and pub lunch.

Please bring an anonymous ~$10 Kris Kringle gift beautifully, or hastily wrapped, and hand it to
the MC and his/her trusty elves who will hand out each anonymous Kris Kringle with joyfulness to
every one of us who brought one along. The Motafrenz Christmas in July is always one of the best
attended events of the year and always a jolly good time so we all hope to see you there. Feel
free to dress for the occasion of course.
BOOKING: Absolutely essential for pub lunch reservation if you want to sit.

BRING: ~$10 Kris Kringle, warm clothes, umbrella, friends, family, your Christmas spirit and
perhaps even some Christmas bling to boot. The more the merrier. And of course your best
vehicle to enjoy the drive and show to others.
SUITS CARS: All vehicles with any combination of wheels.
ROAD CONDITIONS: Sealed – Freeway & main roads
PETS: Not really appropriate as they won’t be allowed in the pub or the train ride and it is likely to
be very cold outside.
COST: Less than $30 for a 3 or 2 course set menu, or order separately from main menu. Their
system now takes names with each order.
Pre-meet location miniature train ride tickets: Everyone pays just $3 (cash only!) each for a ride on
the Diamond Valley Railway. Children under two ride FREE!
CONTACT: RSVP by emailing to Jeff W events@motafrenz.org.au For any concerns on the day,
please contact Jeff on: 0429311737
LINKS:
Pre-meet location Google map: https://goo.gl/maps/o3Y8vkZfZnpyjQiw9
Panton Hill Pub website: www.pantonhillhotel.com.au/
Panton Hill Pub location Google map: https://goo.gl/maps/UB7RjsarCWCg5F3w5
Diamond Valley Railway website: https://www.dvr.com.au/
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
When: Sun, July 28, 9am – 2pm
Description: The 2019 Annual General Meeting of the Motafrenz Car Club Inc. will be held:
on Sunday 28th July 2019, starting at 11:00AM.at the Victorian Historic Racing Register’s (VHRR)
Clubrooms, 30-32 Lexton Road, Box Hill North, VIC.

This is one of our club's largest events of the year and there is always a spectacular roll up with a
superb range of automotive marques and members alike.

There is ample safe parking and if your car is on CPS plates through Motafrenz, it will be sighted
as per the Club’s CPS once-a-year sighting requirement. Bring your special vehicle, and you will
also be in the running for the People’s Choice Award.
Schedule:
9:30 am to 10:00 am: Morning Tea (free for financial members)
10:00 am to 11:00 am: Garage Talk and tour of the Members’ Car Park and check out the Sir Jack
Brabham Museum
11:00 am: AGM
12:30 pm: Lunch (free for financial members)
2:00 pm: Meeting Ends.
RSVP

ESSENTIAL

before

Thursday

25th

July

–

Joseph

S

0439

651

631,

mailto:secretary@motafrenz.org.au

If you are unable to attend the AGM, you can appoint a Proxy by completing the attached
Appointment of Proxy Form. You can also nominate people for Committee positions by completing
a Nomination Form.

Nominations for Committee positions for the forthcoming year can be made from the floor
provided that the person being nominated is present. If the person being nominated is not present
at the meeting they can be nominated by completing a Nomination Form.

The Business of the AGM shall be:
1.

To confirm the Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting; and

2.

To receive from the Committee the:

a) reports upon the activities of the Association (the Club) during the last preceding financial year
b) financial statements of the Association; and
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3.

To elect the officers of the Association (the Club)

4.

Any other general business as notified in writing to the Secretary by

6pm on Monday 21st June 2019.
COST: No charge for attending the AGM.
Morning Tea and Lunch is free for financial members of the Club.
(Lunch for non-members: $25.00)
Lunch includes main course, dessert, soft drink, coffee and tea.

Join or renew your membership before the AGM, or, you can also join or renew your membership
on the day (EFTPOS preferred).
BRING: BYO drinks, warm clothing, proof of membership renewal (if done just before the AGM)
and the most important…BRING YOUR SPECIAL VEHICLE for a Garage Talk and People's
Choice Awards!!!

Regards,

Joseph Sirianni.
Secretary of Motafrenz Car Club Inc.

Think about standing for a position so you can help Motafrenz to achieve even more in the future.
CHEAP EATS - PARMA'S AT PACINOS
When: Monday July 29, 7:30pm – 10:00pm
Where: Pacinos Italian Family Restaurant, 28/300 Epsom Rd, Flemington VIC 3031, Australia
Description: Join your Motafrenz for a night of cheap eats and social comradery!
Pacino's Italian Family Restaurant does a great parma at a great price - in 13 very different ways!
$10 Parmas and $2 sides - and they're licensed!
You can also order off their full menu on the night

RSVP as booking is essential!
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AUGUST

CLUB & COMMITTEE MEETING FOLLOWED BY DINNER
2nd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 8 May DETAILS – See first page.
SLOT CAR RACING
3rd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 15 May DETAILS – See first page of this Event List

THIRD SUNDAY DRIVE TO MALDON
When: Sunday, Aug 18, 2019
TIME: 10:00 am
MEET: BP Calder Park Outbound for 10:30 am departure. Approx. 1hr 10min drive.
DESTINATION: Maldon Town Centre
DETAILS: Australia’s first declared historic town Maldon has a rich history as a gold mining town.
Overlook the town, Cairn Curran reservoir and the whole area from Mount Tarrengower lookout. A
yearly historic hillclimb is run here in October. Visit the Maldon vintage machinery and Museum.
We move onto Carman’s tunnel to give an insight of gold mining back in the day and an overview
of the beginnings of Maldon.
Depending on time lunch can be in Maldon or at Harcourt.
BOOKING: Preferred so as to book numbers for the Tunnel tour and the Museum.
BRING: Your desired vehicle, friends, cheer, and warm clothes.
SUITS CARS: All types
ROAD CONDITIONS: Sealed – Freeway & main roads
PETS: On lead. Not allowed in the museum or tunnel.
COST: Museum entry is a $5 donation. Carman’s Tunnel $7.50. Cash only
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CONTACT: Mat - Editor@motafrenz.org.au Phone: 0435 530 127
LINKS:
Carman’s tunnel https://www.maldon.org.au/carmans-tunnel/
Vintage machinery and museum https://maldonmachinery.com.au/home/
Tarrengower lookout tower https://www.maldon.org.au/mt-tarrengower-lookout-tower/
Google map (pre-meet) https://goo.gl/maps/Cj5J6HT8pqhL4pmE6
RACV/AOMC Aussie Classic Car Show
When: Sun, August 25, 9am – 4pm

TIME: 9 am for a 9:30 am departure from the pre-meet place. Gates open at 10 am for display
vehicles and 10:30 am for spectators
MEET: Pre meet: 239-241 Maroondah Hwy, Chirnside Park VIC 3116 (Noodle Box)

DESTINATION: Yarra Glen Racecourse

DETAILS: This is the second AOMC Aussie Classic Car Show and not on Australia Day as was
the first one last year. This is a Marque specific event and as such the site plan shows where
these marques will be displayed. As Motafrenz is eclectic and diverse as its members, there will
be no specific club display however you are still welcome to represent your club..

Celebrating the products of the great Australian Motoring Industry
The show for all the great Australian Makes Holden, Falcon, Valiant, BMC and those lesser
known makes.
Victoria’s newest Motoring Show that caters for all makes produced in Australia.
Other shows cater for vehicles from overseas and some cater for any vehicles, but this one is for
our home grown.
If you are interested in the local products of Holden, Ford, and Chrysler and those other makes
built here this is the event for you.
You will see displays of club cars, restored vehicles, modifieds, customs and commercials.
A great family event with heaps of children’s entertainment, music, refreshments, spot prizes and
awards for great display cars.
All vehicles will be considered for trophies, no pre-entry
BOOKING: Nice to know if you’re coming.

BRING: Your Aussie pride and joy and friends and family.
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SUITS: All car types made in Australia
ROADS: Sealed – Freeway & main roads

PETS: On lead
COST: TBA
CONTACT: Jeff W mailto:events@motafrenz.org.au0429311737
LINKS: https://www.aomc.asn.au/racv-aussie-car-show

CHEAP EATS - PARMA'S AT PACINOS
When: Monday August 26, 7:30pm – 10:00pm
Where: Pacinos Italian Family Restaurant, 28/300 Epsom Rd, Flemington VIC 3031, Australia
Description: Join your Motafrenz for a night of cheap eats and social comradery!
Pacino's Italian Family Restaurant does a great parma at a great price - in 13 very different ways!
$10 Parmas and $2 sides - and they're licensed!
You can also order off their full menu on the night
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SEPTEMBER

CLUB & COMMITTEE MEETING FOLLOWED BY DINNER
2nd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 8 May DETAILS – See first page.
SLOT CAR RACING
3rd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 15 May DETAILS – See first page of this Event List
CHEAP EATS - PARMA'S AT PACINOS
When: Monday August 30, 7:30pm – 10:00pm
Where: Pacinos Italian Family Restaurant, 28/300 Epsom Rd, Flemington VIC 3031, Australia
Description: Join your Motafrenz for a night of cheap eats and social comradery!
Pacino's Italian Family Restaurant does a great parma at a great price - in 13 very different ways!
$10 Parmas and $2 sides - and they're licensed!
You can also order off their full menu on the night

DRIVE - TBC
WHEN:SUNDAY, 15 SEP 2019

FYI - BAY TO BIRDSWOOD
WHEN: 27 – 29 SEP 2019
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PYRENEES OVERNIGHT WINE
TOUR OCTOBER 2019
By Brett H .

On October 19th and 20th I am planning a wine tour and trip up to the
beautiful Pyrenees wine region. This is just a note to ask for
expressions of interest to come on the tour. Reason for asking is that
accommodation needs to be booked and paid for prior to heading up.
Our tour to the region will involve 8 wineries, easy drive up, free time at
different times, overnight accommodation in Avoca (or nearby), taste
some amazing wines, maybe a car swap and some great touring.
Costs is approximate at the moment, but consider 1 nights’
accommodation ($120 per room), $5-$10 tasting fees at the wineries,
dinner cost, 2 X lunch costs, snacks, wine purchases, fuel and
incidentals.
Travelling distance will be approximately 550km round trip. It will suit
modern cars as well as some classics that don’t mind some highway
cruising.
Times, prices and distances are all approximate until I have final
numbers to quote people. In a couple of months I will need to confirm
people’s interest and deposits might need to be taken.
If you have any questions or are interested please don’t hesitate to
contact me on membership@motafrenz.org.au or happy to discuss at a
committee meeting or the AGM.
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LUNCH AT THE MANHATTAN
HOTEL
By Nick B.

Despite the threat of rain, which held off for most of the day, 20 of us
attended the Manhattan Hotel for lunch.
Some of us were in our CPS cars, and others came along in something
a little more modern because of the threatening grey clouds.
It was a lovely afternoon of good food, a sneaky drink or two and a
convivial time with friends, old and new.
I don’t think anyone left hungry as there was such a wonderful array of
food on offer – some of us managed to save room for 2 rounds of
dessert ;)
We were all so busy eating and chatting we forgot to get a pic! Sorry!
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CHEAP EATS – PARMAS AT
PACINOS
By Nick B.

The Cheap Eats – Parmas at Pacinos has settled into a good rhythm,
with about 10 of us attending in June.
As always a hearty (but cheap) meal and a chance to catchup with
members and friends was most enjoyable.
We were all so engrossed in our post-meal conversation that we
almost were the last table to leave!
I have scheduled these into the events calendar on the last Monday of
the month until the end of the year.
Do try and come along as they are really a fun night out, at a good
price.
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MY BLACK BEAUTY
ABTIN’S 1990 LANDCRUISER
By Abtin M.

Year: 1990
Model: Toyota Landcruiser FJ80 3F Manual
Special features: It has electronic diff lock which is very convenient in
bad situations when you don’t want to get wet, muddy or cold.
Crudities: Let’s start with the bad, fuel consumption. When I first
purchased this car and driving it home which was roughly 80 km away I
literally saw the fuel gauge dropping every 20 km or so.
Immediately, I realised I’m in trouble and perhaps I made a mistake
because I’m all about efficiency and waste reduction, so a high
consumption car would cause an ethical dilemma.
Once I reached Fitzroy area, I went to the fuel station and I
remembered the car was duel fuel. I filled both tanks and switched to
gas for the rest of the way and was delighted that the car used less gas
than fuel.
Since then, the main focus for upgrades to the car has been to bring in
efficiency and reliability. So far, we are making good progress and
have managed a 26% increase in fuel efficiency. Not that impressive
when you consider how atrocious the fuel consumption was to begin
with.
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This came from fitting the right exhaust system, as well as some
electrical and ignition upgrades.
How I got it and provenance of the car: I got it off a friend in 2012
when I realised, he was selling it. I was always on the lookout for a
1978 model which was the model I have my earliest memories from.
My grandfather and father used to take use to remote areas, picnics
and other family events, way before seatbelts and vehicle passenger
capacity were enforced. 😊
Two Landcruisers used to take roughly 20 people to secluded place
where the fires would begin and the smoke from various charcoaled
meat would fill the air, followed by spiced tea and deserts. Sometimes,
there would be wine if we were celebrating something.
On these trips, both my grandfather and father used to load up the
youngsters who were aspiring drivers and take them somewhere open
for some driving training.
Some like me were too small to reach the pedals sitting down and used
to stand holding onto the wheel while trying to change gears and move
forward and back. This was the beginning of my love for motor
vehicles.
Why I love it: Love is always hard to define. The purer it is the harder
to articulate as it is more of a state than feeling. I love this car for many
reasons. Some of the simpler I will share.
It fulfils its purpose every time whether it is moving something big or a
group of people. It is an 8 seater so having outdoor activities are much
easier to organise when less people have to drive.
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It is reliable. On multiple occasion where we are camping somewhere
remote and something goes wrong, this car has not let us down. It’s a
very simple design, made for easy repair and maintenance so on the
odd times where it is not functioning for some reason, to find the fault
and repair it is usually easy.
Most of the maintenance for this car is done by me.
What I have done to it: Anytime something needs repair, I usually opt
for the best option on the market and purchase a new or reconditioned
part. The priority is always mechanical and once I have the budget to
make it look pretty then I will get a paint job and new interior.

How other people could procure something similar: These are
relatively easy to find on the market. It really depends on what you
would like to get out of the car. If you don’t plan on maintaining the
vehicle yourself then perhaps the FJ80 post 1993 is the best choice as
it has the new FZ (fuel) and HZ (Diesel) engines which crank out a lot
more power with a lot less fuel. I chose my model because I didn’t want
to have a computer in my car which made remote repairs very difficult.
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AUSTIN HEALY 100S
STREAMLINER
Taken from: https://primotipo.com/tag/austin-healey-100-6-endurancecar/

Article supplied By Jeff W.

(Getty)
Donald Healey in his supercharged Austin Healey 100S ‘Streamliner’ at
Bonneville in November 1954…

Late in 1954 Healey’s introduced the 100S, its power output was up to
132 bhp over the standard 100’s 90 bhp. A four speed gearbox was
fitted, suspension modified and Dunlop disc brakes installed to all four
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corners of the attractive car. Reshaped panels in aluminium both made
the car lighter and slipperier.

What better way to promote sales of the marque generally and of the
100S specifically than a further spot of record breaking?- hence the
construction of the Shorrock supercharged car with its swoopy body
designed by Gerry Coker.

The top speed the car achieved in Donald Healey’s hands was 192.6
mph, whilst on the Bonneville Ten Mile Circuit Carroll Shelby took
further records including the 25-200 kilometres plus the one hour mark
at 157.92 mph.

The Healey team considered building a special car but time did not
permit so a standard BN1 body/chassis unit was used to which was
added a new nose and tail and bubble-type perspex cockpit cover. The
workmanship of the snout and body were reported as being exemplary.

The mods were determined after wind tunnel tests on a scale model by
Sir WG Armstrong of Whitworth Aircraft Ltd. ‘The Motor’ reported that
the completed car was later tested in Austin’s full-scale ‘tunnel- the
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technician’s estimate of the machines top speed was only 0.6 mph shot
of Healey’s best effort. Who needs computers?!

In terms of the engine, prepared by Dr JH Weaving of BMC Gas
Turbine Research, the 100S had in standard form a nitrided crank
running in trimetal bearings and ‘the special cylinder head with
enlarged valves and special porting which are the outstanding features
of the new unit’.

Changes from the standard S engine included lapping the head to the
block to avoid head gasket problems, the water flow also was slightly
modified. A stock Shorrock C250B supercharger was coupled direct to
the nose of the crank by two ‘Layrub’ couplings- maximum boost was
about 8 psi. A special radiator core was used and a Tecalemit
combined oil filter/cooler was incorporated. The engine produced 224
bhp @ 4500 rpm whereas the standard 100S was quoted at 132 bhp
@ 4700 rpm.

The Motor advised a ‘special’ five speed gearbox was fitted with
overdrive which gave a top gear ratio of 2.2:1 with the standard 16 inch
Dunlop disc wheels fitted.

So slippery was the Streamliner that it ran for six miles (!) when the
engine was cut at 180 mph.
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Safety features included an onboard Graviner fire extinguisher system
which was directed at both the engine bay and boot where the 25
gallon fuel tank was located- both impact and driver operated switches
were installed. A ‘crash arch’ was behind the driver, two levers allowed
the Perspex screen to be jettisoned, a switch in the lubrication system
shut off the fuel supply if oil pressure fell below a set level. Donald
found the standard steering wheel interfered with his vision so a
rectangular one was made.

When completed the Streamliner was tested at an airfield circuit by
Geoffrey Healey to speeds of about 130 mph before shipment to the
US.
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Healey did the straight line runs at Bonneville raising the International
Class D Records for 5 Km 182.2 mph, 5 miles 183.87 mph, 10 Km
183.8 mph and 10 miles 181 mph. The 192.6 mph measured kilometre
time was an American national record but not a world mark- it was held
by a Mercedes at 248.3 mph, a time set by Rudy Caracciola in 1939 on
the eve of the War. The Healey on one run did better 200 mph.

Carroll Shelby then took over the wheel on the 10 mile circle course
and set an International Class D Record for the hour at 156.7 mph.

Donald Healey achieved the 200 mph mark he sought in 1956 using
the same BN1 Streamliner chassis (SPL227B) in which he was
successful in 1954 but fitted with a supercharged C-Series engine
which in normally aspirated form was soon to be fitted to the new 1006.
Bill Leyland modified the engine at Austin’s to produce 292 bhp @
5000 rpm. Wind tunnel work and the advice of Dr John Weaving
resulted in the removal of the cars tail-fin, Geoff Healey thought this
ruined the look of the car but stability was aided- Austin engineers
estimated a top speed of 217 mph.
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(www.healeysix.net)
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Preparation of the Streamliner six in August 1956 (www.healeysix.net)

The removal of the tail fin is interesting as it was commented
favourably upon in ‘The Motor’ report of the 1954 successes on the 10
Mile course ‘The car proved very stable, which was indeed fortunate,
for conditions were by no means ideal, gusts of wind up to 30 mph
sweeping across the Salt Flats.’

‘Moreover owing to the complete absence of trees or any other
vegetation, the driver receives no advance warning of a gust before it
strikes the car. The tail fin proved of real value in such circumstances,
the general opinion being that it would even have been more helpful if it
had been made larger.’
Whatever the case, the car ran sans tail-fin in 1956.
Healey tested the car at Bonneville on 9 August and after repairing a
sheared supercharger drive took it out on 21 August, his two way
average speed was 201.10 mph, Donald was the nineteenth person to
exceed 200 mph.
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Roy Jackson-Moore in the BN2 six-cylinder 100-6 ‘Endurance Car’
(www.healeysix.net)

The Healey Team Bonneville 1956 trip included another very sexy
machine.

‘The Endurance Car’ was a long-nosed BN2 fitted with a six-port head
to which three Weber 40DCOE carburettors were attached.

The Eddie Maher prepared, standard capacity 2639 cc, OHV six
cylinder engine produced 164 bhp @ 5500 rpm burning a mix of one
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third each methanol, benzole and petrol using a compression ratio of
10.2:1.

The very swoopy, curvaceous body was designed and constructed by
Jensen Cars- a mighty fine job they did too.
Testing of this car on 9 August revealed vapour lock problems which
were solved and continued on the 14th where a misfire diagnosed as
due to lack of compression on #1 cylinder due to a poorly seated inlet
valve occurred.

All of the valves were replaced but it was discovered that the water
passages did not line up. The gasket was predicted to have a short life
so runs on the Ten Mile Circuit started early in the cool of the day, the
driving chores shared by Carroll Shelby and Roy Jackson-Moore.

The car kept going for six hours before the gasket failed, long enough
to capture International Class D records for 200 miles, 500 Km, 500
miles, 1000 Km, 3 hours and 6 hours at speeds of between 145.96
mph (6 hours) and 153.14 mph (500 miles).

The endurance car was Healey Blue and White and featured the oval
grille and horizontal bars that were soon introduced on the 100-Six in
September 1956, Healey being a believer on the win on Sunday sell on
Monday dictum…
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Carroll Shelby, Roy Jackson-Moore and Donald Healey beside the
Endurance Car with the Streamliner in supercharged six-cylinder guise
behind at Bonneville immediately after the successful record attempts
in August 1956.
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Streamliner, Bonneville, August 1956 (unattributed)

Etcetera…
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(www.healeysix.net)

Carroll Shelby beside the BN1 100-6 modified engine Endurance Car
in August 1956. Isn’t it just a lovely looking thing sans bumpers with
head-fairing and the Dunlop disc wheels?
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Stirling Moss at the wheel of the BN1 100-6 modified engine
Endurance Car during practice over the 1956 Nassau Speed week. He
tested the car, but did not race it, winning the Nassau Trophy in a
Maserati 300S.
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Arcane and Irrelevant…

I’d never heard of a Layrub Joint so I figure some of you other nonengineering types may be equivalently ignorant as my good self.

This little jobbie, originally developed by the Laycock Company, is a
number of moulded rubber blocks with specially shaped cavities at their
ends sandwiched between two steel pressings. Each shaft is
connected by means of a fork to alternate rubber blocks.

The construction of the device allows the rubber blocks to deform and
drive to be transmitted through a small angle, small axial and angular
movements for shaft length alteration can be accommodated as well as
torsional damping.

So, there you have it!
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Credits…

Getty Images, http://www.healeysix.net, ‘The Motor’ November 1954,
‘Hillier’s Fundamentals of Motor Vehicle Technology’ Victor Hillier and
Peter Coombes

Tailpiece: Donald Healey, AH 100S Streamliner November 1954…
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You can just see the perspex screen over Healey’s head as he drives
beside the line.

Finito…
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VICROADS NEWS: AUSTRALIAFIRST TRIAL TO TARGET NUMBER
PLATE THEFT
From AOMC Newsletter

VicRoads is trialling new number plate security measures and digital
identification technologies and to reduce number plate theft and cloning
across Victoria.

A new partnership between VicRoads, Department of Justice and
Community Safety, Victoria Police and La Trobe University has been
established and aims to improve vehicle identification and combat
number plate theft and misuse.

VicRoads Executive Director Customer and Technology Sally Curtain
said the trials to investigate identification technology on Victorian
vehicles will make finding stolen or cloned number plates quicker and
easier.
“We are proud to lead this Australia-first research and technology trial
with government and industry, and know it will go a long way to help
reduce number plate theft and cloning,” Ms Curtain said.
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“Researching the link between number plate theft and other criminal
activity will help understand motives for stealing or cloning number
plates, improve community safety and relieve pressure on frontline
police.”

Professor Aniruddha Desai, Director of the Centre for Technology
Infusion at La Trobe University said the Centre at La Trobe has
extensive experience in applying emerging digital technologies to solve
problems.“

Our Centre will evaluate how selected technologies perform in realworld scenarios and how they can provide tamper-proof digital vehicle
identification information in an efficient manner,” Professor Desai said.

One technology being trialled is Radio Frequency Identification inside a
sticker on a vehicle’s front windscreen, which will act as a third number
plate. The sticker self-destructs when removed, enabling police to
identify vehicles who may have a stolen or cloned number plate.

The second technology is Dedicated Short Range Communications, a
new digital technology that can communicate with road infrastructure
and could also be used to identify automated vehicles in the future.

Additional security features for number plates, like holographic patterns
on driver’s licences and passports, will also be tested. New digital
identification methods will make it harder for an offender to successfully
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hide a vehicle’s identity as the additional identifiers will not match a
stolen or cloned number plate.

The trials will determine how the technologies operate in practice and
how they will integrate with existing systems including Automatic
Number Plate Recognition currently used by police.

In the 12-month period ending September 2018, Victoria Police
recorded more than 19,000 incidents of number plate theft. Victoria
Police report stolen and cloned number plates are used to hide a
vehicle’s identity when committing other crimes such as ram raids,
petrol drive-offs and toll evasion.

The project phase underway also includes world leading research with
the Monash University Accident Research Centre on the link between
stolen number plates and other crimes is due to be complete in mid2019.
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MESSAGE FROM
MEMBERSHIP OFFICER
By Brett H.

Hello MF Members,
It is getting to that time of the year and next month you will start to
receive reminder emails of your renewal for next financial year. In this
email there should be a link that will take you to paypal to make
payment. Alternatively you can make a bank transfer direct to our bank
account. If you wish to make an alternative payment, please contact
me for directions.

If you have any direct debits (or auto-renewals) can I ask that you
please cancel these actions. The prices are incorrect and generally
members don’t realise they are still active and end up paying twice.
You can log into your account in Tidyclub to amend your personal
details, including any auto-renew.

If you have any questions please send an email through to me at
membership@motafrenz.org.au to help or assist.

Brett H – Membership Officer
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2019/2020 MEMBERSHIP
FEE REVIEW
By Russell L.

After several years of maintaining membership fees at the same level,
we have reviewed our operating costs over the last couple of years.
We have found that the cost increases over the last few years has
resulted in the need for the club to increase out membership fee by $5
per annum.
For the 2019/2020 financial year the membership fees will be:
Single- $50 ($5 increase)
Joint - $65 ($5 increase)
This increase in membership frees was approved by the committee at
the May 2019 committee meeting, with the fee increase taking effect
from 1 June 2019 for the Motafrenz membership 2019/2020 year.
Whilst increasing the membership is always a hard decision to do, it is
pleasing to note that 5 years ago the single membership fee was $60,
a significantly higher amount than the new fee for 2019/2020.

Russell L - Treasurer
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Third Wednesday of the month
RSVP (Essential): Chris M chrispics30@hotmail.com
www.vintage-slot-car-racing.com/motafrenz.htm
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